Rapid Transit Lines
Portland's Fine System of Electric and Cable Cars.

Cover All Parts of the City and Suburbs

The Electric Railways and Their Connections—Pavilions of Electricity—First Long-Distance Electric Line—Line to All Directions from the Business Center.
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The First-Street Railway
East First-Street Line Early

The East First-Street Railway Company has announced that it will operate a line from the eastern edge of the city to the center and will extend from the business center to the outskirts. The line will be fully equipped with the latest electric cars and will run on the same schedule as the street cars. The company has purchased the right of way and will commence operations immediately.
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The City's Schools
One of the Most Beautiful School Systems in the Country

The city's school system is one of the most beautiful in the country. The buildings are of the highest architectural style and are beautifully situated. The city has invested a large sum of money in the schools and has made them a matter of pride for all residents.
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The Rapid Transit Company
The Great Electric Railway

The Rapid Transit Company has announced that it will operate a line from the city to the outskirts. The line will be fully equipped with the latest electric cars and will run on the same schedule as the street cars. The company has purchased the right of way and will commence operations immediately.
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The Whistle Trophy
Baltimore Chimes Challenge the Whistle Trophy

The Baltimore Chimes have challenged the Whistle Trophy, which is awarded annually to the city with the best system of street cars. The Baltimore Chimes have been successful in the past and are expected to do well this year.